
Some items may contain or have come in contact with allergens. 
Guests may check with our staff for assistance. 

Complement Your Afternoon Tea Treats 
with a Selection of Beverages 

(choice of any 2) 
 
 

TWG FINE TEA SELECTION 
 

 
Goodwood Exclusive - Legacy Blend 120 

Customised for the hotel’s 120th Anniversary, this commemorative  
Black Tea blend draws inspiration from the rich history of the hotel  

and features Bergamot, Blue Cornflower with hints of the sweet  
fragrant aroma of Almonds. 

~ 
 

India • Darjeeling – First Flush Blend Black Tea 
Royal Darjeeling FTGFOP1 

The king of Indian teas, this TWG first flush black tea boasts an  
exquisite fragrance and a vibrant, sparkling taste that develops  

remarkable overtones of ripe apricots. 
An exquisite daytime tea. 

 
Assam – Second Flush Black Tea 

Harmutty SFTGFOP1 
A British favourite, this malty, second flush Assam is strong and  

rich in flavour. This TWG special harvest produces a robust black  
tea that is excellent in the morning. 

 
China • Fujian – White Tea 

Pai Mu Tan 
Smooth, delicate and highly refreshing, this fine TWG white tea, 

known as ‘white peony’, yields a jonquil-coloured cup accented by  
notes of white blossoms and the flavour of fresh, raw buds. 

An excellent tea for the end of the day. 
 

China • Fujian – Blue Tea 
Ti Kuan Yin 

A superior TWG oolong boasting large leaves rolled into emerald  
‘pearls’ that exhale a flowery fragrance and 

a lightly astringent infusion. 
 

South Africa – Red Tea 
Vanilla Bourbon Tea 

Red tea from South Africa blended with sweet TWG vanilla.  
Enveloping, this theine-free tea can be served warm or iced at any  

time of the day, and is perfect for children as well. 
 

Japan – Green Tea Sencha 
A traditional Japanese specialty of exquisite green tea blended  
with roasted and popped rice. Mild and smooth, this TWG tea  

produces a bright infusion with a unique, toasted flavour. 
 

Grand Classic Tea 
Earl Grey Gentleman 

A rich and robust Ceylon is balanced with intense and fragrant  
TWG bergamot, giving this black tea blend a sparkling citrus aroma  

and an enduring and refreshing aftertaste. 
A dashing tea of sophistication. 

 
Jasmine Queen Tea 

Intoxicating TWG jasmine flowers enhance the sparkling elegance  
of this delicately fashioned green tea. 

 
Moroccan Mint Tea 

A great favourite, this fine TWG Tea green tea is perfectly blended 
with suave and strong Sahara mint. A timeless classic. 

 
Classic Tea For The Morning 

English Breakfast Tea 
This classic was originally blended as accompaniment to the  

traditional English Breakfast. Very strong and full-bodied with light  
floral undertones 
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Classic Tea For The Evening 
Orange Wood Tea 

An original, vigorous blend of China black teas and 
Ceylon Orange Pekoe. Producing a mild, golden infusion, 

this tea can take a few drops of milk. 
 
 
 

UNIQUE TWG TEA BLENDS 
 

Sweet France Tea 
The elegance and refinement of France concentrated in a teacup.  

This graceful TWG blend combines green tea with exotic flowers and  
a touch of chamomile to create a fresh and soothing cup. 

 
Number 1 Tea 

As rich and velvety as a chocolate patisserie, this smooth black tea  
is blended with a secret mélange of candied sweetness 
and a touch of rare nuts. A tea of absolute indulgence. 

 
 
 

FINE COFFEE SELECTION 
 

Goodwood Coffee 
Regular brewed coffee 

 
Decaffeinated Coffee 

Regular brewed coffee without the caffeine 
 

Café Latte 
Espresso essence with hot milk 

 
Single Espresso 

 
Double Espresso 

 
Cappuccino 

Espresso essence with milk foam 
 

Macchiato 
Espresso essence with a splash of milk foam 

 
Mocha 

Chocolate sauce, espresso essence with hot milk 
 

Café Panna 
Espresso essence topped with whipped cream 

 
Café Vienna 

Regular brewed coffee topped with whipped cream 
 

Café Chocolate 
Chocolate sauce, regular coffee topped with whipped cream 

 
Café Hazelnut 

Hazelnut syrup, regular coffee topped with whipped cream 
 

Hot Chocolate 
 

Hot Milk 
 
 

ICED FAVOURITES 
 

Cold Chocolate 
 

Cold Milk 
 

Iced Tea 
 

Traditional Iced Coffee 
 

Iced Mocha 
 

Iced Lemon Tea 
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